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In this paper we consider the problem of reducing the classification of dyna-
mical systems with global cross-sections on certain manifolds to the classification
of diffeomorphisms of certain manifolds.
In this paper we shall classify the dynamical systems with cross-sections on
the manifolds which are homotopically equivalent to S1 X Sn, n = 2 or n ^ 5
(Theorem (7) and Theorem (8)). This is a generalization of a result obtained in
[4] (Theorem 6.6).
We shall use the same definitions and notations as in [5]. The word "smooth"
will mean "C°°-". Throughout this paper, all manifolds and maps considered
will be smooth.
Two diffeomorphisms f0 and fx of M are called pseudo-diffeotopic if there is
a diffeomorphism F : [0, 1] x M -> [0, 1] x M such that F(0, x) = (0, f
o
(x)),
F(\y x) = (l,/i(^)), for all x e M. The set of pseudo-diffeotopy classes of orien-
tation-preserving diffeomorphisms of M forms a group 3){M). lίg is an orienta-
tion-preserving diffeomorphism of Sn = Dn_ (J D+ (by identifying dDΊ and dD%
by the identity map Sn~1->Sn~1)> then we may define a diffeomorphism Ψg of
M as follows:
By an diffeotopy, make^|Z>!l = identity (see [8]) and define Ψg(x) = x if x G M
-Dn and ψg\Dn = g\Dn+ for an embedded closed disk D
n
 c Mn. By Wall ([10]
§4 Hilfssatz), the pseudodiffeotopy class of ψ £ depends only the pseudo-
diffeotopy class of g, and Ψ : Diff (Sn) -> Diff (Mn) defines a homomorphism
Ψ : 3)(Sn)->g){Mn),
where Diff (M) denotes the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms on
M.
Let Y
n
 denote the group of differentiable structures on Sn with usual p.l.
structure under the connected sum operation # , then Y
n
 ^ 5)(*Srn"1). By [10]
Theorem 3 and Lemma 9 (iii), we have
(1). For any S% in Γ
n
, Ψ : 3){Sn) -> 3)(Sl) is a surjective homomorphism.
Difine a space Mf called the mapping torus of / : M->M by Mf = [0, 1] X
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M with identifications (1, x) = (0, f(x)) for all x e M. If / is a diffeomorphism,
M 7 is a smooth manifold. The next result is due to Browder ([3], Lemma 1).
Let φ : T
n+1 -> Φ(Sn) be the usual isomorphism.
(2). Let f be a dίffeomorphism of a smooth closed manifold M. If S"+1 is in
T
n+1, then Mf # Sy
+1
 is diffeomorphic to MCfoψg^ where g is any diffeomorphism of
Sn in the pseudo-dίjfeomorphic class Φ(*Sγ+1).
In [6], PD/O is denned and τrM(PD/O) ^ Γ n is shown (Corollary (1) of Theo-
rem (6. 3)). Let/ : πp(SO(n)) -> πp+n(Sn) be the/-homomorphism. Let (β, a)
f—>αo/3 be the homotopy composition mapping.
πp+n(Sn) X π
defined naturally by the composition
The next result is due to Schultz [9].
(3). (i). Every smooth manifold M homotopy equivalent to S1xSn, n^5, is
diffeomorphic to S1 X S£#5? + 1 for some α ,γGΓ M , ΓM+1 respectively.
(ii) S1 X S£# Sy+1 and S1 X S;/# S"*1 are orientation-preservingly diffeomor-
phic if and only if a = ±a' in T
n
 and γ — Y = ct°J(β), some β^π
x
 (SO(n)).
Let /(S1 X S%) denote the inertia group of S1 x S$, i.e. { S ? + 1 G Γ M + 1 | S1 X
# S ? + 1 - S1 x 5^}. (3) (ii) implies
put ^ ( / ( S 1 X S;)) = J(S;). Since f Φ : Γ
Λ + 1 -*^(S;) is a surjective homo-
morphism by (1) and since ΓM+1 is abelian, <3(Sζ) is a normal subgroups of ^(*S^).
Let (/) denote the pseudo-diίfeotopy class of/.
Proposition 4. Lei /, g be orientation-preserving diffeomorphίsms of S". Iff
and g be conjugate,
(f) = (g) mod J{SZ).
Proof. Let S* =Dn__\jDn+ with identification by φ : dDΊ -> 91)^ such that
(φ) = Φ(S2). By diffeotopies make f\DrL = g\Dn_ = identity map. Here, by
these diffeotopies the diffeomorphism classes of (Sl)f and (S%)g are not altered.
f,g are contained in the image of Ψ : Diff (Sn) -> Diff (S;). Let
Ψ(/o)=/,
and put
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By (2),
But, since/and g are conjugate, there is a natural diffeomorphism from (S£)/ to
(SZ)f. Then (3) implies
Therefore,
Lemma 5. Suppose that Mn is a simply connected, orientable, closed mani-
fold with n^5 and thatf, g are orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of Mn. If f
andg are pseudo-diffeotopic, then Mf and Mg are diffeomorphic.
Proof. There is a diffeomorphism F : Ix Mn->Ix Mn(I = [0, 1]) such that
F(0, x) = (0,/(*)), F(ly x) = (1, g(χ)) for all x e M\ Let
Wn+2 = ( / x I " ) F = 7x(/xMn)/(0, t, x
Then (W Mfy Mg) is a A-cobordism.
In fact, the maps Wn+2 -+ S\ Mf->S\ defined by (j, ί, Λ?)H>Λ (J, X)
respectively, are fiber maps. Let j : Mf^>Wn+2 be the inclusion map, it is given
by (s, x)\—>(s9 0, x). Since the diagram
j
1 id
*b ^ kj
is commutative, we have the next diagram of exact sequences.
)nAI X
Hence, we have that
is an isomorphism. Therefore j : Mf->Wn+2 is a homotopy equivalence.
Since π
x
(W) = Z, by [2], the Whitehead torsion τ(PF, Mf) = 0. Therefore,
by s-cobordism theorem ([1] Corollary (6, 3) or [7]), we have a desired diffeomor-
phism.
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Let M, N be diffeomorphic manifolds and A : M -» N be a diffeomorphism.
For a diffeomorphism/of M, we may correspond it to a diffeomorphism A/A"1 of
N. If we correspond the conjugate class of / t o the conjugate class of A/A"1, the
correspondence is independent of the choice of the diffeomorphism A. By this
correspondence, we shall identity the conjugate classes of diffeomorphisms on
diffeomorphic manifolds. We shall denote this conjugate class containing / by
If we denote the element of ^)(S^)IJ(S^) containing the pseudo-diffeotopy
class of/ by <(/)> or </>, by Proposition 4, the notation <[/]> can be well-defined
by <[/]> = <([/])>.
Proposition 6. (i) Every somooth manifold M which is homotopically equi-
valent to S1χSn, n ^ 5, is diffeomorphic to (SI)ffor some a^Tn and some diff-
eomorphism f of S™.
(ii). (S%)f and (S%)f' are orientation-preservingly diffeomorphic if and only if
Proof. By (3) and (2), (i) is obvious.
Next we prove (ii). Let Sn
Λ
 = Όt U D% with identification by φ : 9Dϋ ->
dD%9 where (φ) = Φ(S;). Similarly, let S% = D!{jDl. If (SJ), and (SV)/
are orientation preservingly diffeomorphic, as the proof of Proposition 4 we
can show that 5£ and S%' are diffeomorphic and
Conversely, suppose S% and S%, are diffeomorphic and <[/]> = <[/']>•
Here, we are identifying [/'] with [hf'h'1], where h is an any diffeomorphism of
S J onto S:.
There are γ and j ' in S)(S") such that
= ([/]). W)=(LΠ)
identifying /(5 1 X SI) with ΦC^S1 X SI). In fact, since ([/])-([/']) e ^(SJ) and
Ψ maps/ίS 'xS^onto J(5 : ) , there is y . e / ί S ' x S : ) such that ψ(«y
β
) = ( [ / ] ) -
([/']). Since Ψ maps S>{Sn) onto ^(52), there is y' e£l(Sn) such that Ψ (7')
= ([/']). Put γ = γ
o
+ γ ' . Then we have Ψ(γ) = ([/]).
Let/),/,7 be orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of S n included in the
pseudo-diffeotopy classes γ, γ' respectively. Since Ψ(/
o
) = (^(/o)) and Ψ(/
o
') =
(Ψ(fΌ)), ^(/o) and Ψ(/'
o
) are pseudo-diffeotopic to/and A/A"1 respectively.
By Lemma 5, (Sl)f and (S%)h/h-i are diffeomorphic to (5^) γ c / o ) and (5^)Ψ ( / o^
respectively. Hence, by (2),
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where 5?+ 1 = Φ'Wo))* ^ + 1 = Φ ' W ) ) - S i n c e γ - γ ' e / (S ! xS;) , ( « ) , =
(5S)
Λ
/
Λ
-i. Therefore, since (*SJ)
Λ//Λ-i is diffeomorphic to (££/)/, ( 6 ^ and
('S*')/' a r e diffeomorphic with preserving natural orientations.
This completes the proof of Proposition (6).
Theorem 7. Let n ;> 5 or n = 2.
(i). Tλe s££ of the smooth equivalence classes of dynamical systems with cross-
sections on a manifold which is homotopically equivalent to S1 X Sn has an one-to-
one correspondence to the set of the smooth conjugate classes of {{S^y f) | S™ e Yn, f G
Difϊ (S2)}. This correspondence is given by associated diffeomorphisms of dynamical
system or suspensions of diffeomorphisms.
Theorem 8. Suppose that (M, φ), (M' ,f) are dynamical systems as in Theo-
rem (7) and that they correspond to the conjugate classes of(S^f), (S%,f) respec-
tively. Then M and M' are diffeomorphic if and only if a = zLot' in Γ« and ([/]) =
([/']) mod J(S%), where [/] denotes the conjugate class of f and ([/]) denotes the
pseudo-diffeotapy class of [f], and 3(SZ) = Ψ Φ ^ x S J ) ) = ΨΦ{aoJ(β)\βtΞπ
λ
Proof of theorem 7. Let (M, φ X) be a dynamical system with a cross-sec-
tion X such that M is homotopically equivalent to S1 X Sn. There is a fiber map
M -> S1 with fiber X. By the homotopy exact sequence of the fiber map, we see
that X is a homotopy rc-sphere. Hence, X=S"^Γ
n
(Γ2={S2}). Let/ denote the
associated diffeomorphism of (M, φ X'). If/' is the associated diffeomorphism
of (My φ Xf) for any other cross-section X' of (M, φ), by [5] Corollary (5. 6),/ :
Sn
Λ
 -> S^ and/7 : X ' -> X7 are conjugate. Therefore, a unique conjugate class
correspond to (M, φ).
Conversely, if the associated diffeomorphisms of (M, φ) and (M\ φ') are con-
jugate, by [5] Corollary (5. 6), (M, φ) and {Mf φ') are equivalent.
This proves Theorem (7).
Proof of Theorem 8. By [5] (2. 2), M and M' are diffeomorphic to ( S ^
and (βl')f> respectively. Therefore Proposition (6) (ii) implies Theorem (7).
The following corollary is a previously obtained result ([4] Theorem (6. 6)).
Corollary 9. The set of the smooth equivalence classes of dynamical systems
with cross-sections on (S1 X Sn # Sy+1), n ^> 5 or n = 2, has an one-to-one correspon-
dence to the set of the conjugate classes of diffeomorphisms which are in the pseudodif-
jeotopy class
Proof. Ψ : 3)(Sn) -> £>(Sn) is the identity map. Since I{Sλ X Sw) = 0 by
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(3) (ii), J(Sn) = ΨΦ(/(S ! X Sn)) = 0. Hence, the corollary follows from (2), The-
orem (7) and Theorem (8).
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